Then the Fitting length of G is at most 1m •+• 2, and this bound is best possible.
Other more technical results show that under certain restrictions on G this bound can be sharply reduced (see Theorem 4.1). 20 R.A. Bryce, V. Fedri and L. Serena [2] 2. STATEMENT OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND NOTATIONS All groups treated in this article will be finite, and usually they are soluble as well. Most notation is standard. We list some here that may not be so standard.
• VK, S and 91* denote respectively the saturated formations of soluble groups, supersoluble groups and groups of Fitting length i.
• G a denotes the 2t-residual of the group G, where 21 is a formation.
• G is the supersoluble co-radical G/G s for a group G.
• T ( G ) denotes the set of different primes dividing \G\.
• l(G) is the Fitting length of the group G.
The results which follow will be quoted in the sequel. Some are given with reference, but no proof. Others are so easy or so well-known as to require no proof here. In case (b) let 1 = Mo < Mi < ... < M n = M be part of a chief series of G. Let i be minimal with respect to the property 7r(G) ^ 7r(G/M<). Note that 0 < i ^ n. By (2.6) below and (a), G/Mi-i is supersoluble; and therefore so is G/M. D RESULT 2.5. Let G € N s be a group of p-length 1 for some prime p. Then Let A be a sub-class of N s D1H with the following properties: 
and if ir(G) = {p, q, r } , where p < q < r, and T is a Hall {q, r}-subgroup of G and P a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then
PROOF: By (2.12) G is a primitive group so (a) is satisfied. We write M for the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, and H for a complement for M in G. Note that M is a q-group for some prime q. It will be convenient to denote by p, r the smallest and largest members respectively of ir(G). Denote 7T = {t e ?r(G) : t> q}.
Of course if may be empty. One goal on the way to a proof of (3.1) is to prove (3.2) |Sf| ^ 1.
Let Q be a Sylow g-subgroupof G and consider N a {Q). 
On the other hand if t is a prime satisfying t £ ft(G), t < q < r, then since O q i(G) = 1 we conclude from (2.9) that 0 t >(G) contains a Sylow subgroup U of G (either a Sylow q-, or a Sylow r-, subgroup). By the Frattini argument therefore
It then follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that
In the first case it is empty, so (3.2) certainly holds. However the assumption that \w\ ^ 2 and the fact that ?r(G) = 7r(Go) means that there is a prime s satisfying q < s < r and there are commuting q-and s-Sylow subgroups of Go. By (2.8) and (2.5) therefore
which is a 9-group. Being also a g'-group it is 1. That is whence GQ" = 1, a contradiction to the assumption | TT| ^ 2.
When q ^ r we have shown above that G s is a {q, r}-group and that q is the second largest prime in 7r(G). In the case q = r we have a similar result in that G s still involves only two primes, r and the next largest. To see this let us re-define q in this case to be the second largest prime in T ( G ) ; since we shall not need again in this section the particular prime dividing \M\ this will not cause confusion. Let R be a Sylow r-subgroup of G. Then the argument above involving G/Z shows that G/RG S is abelian (we can formally set Z = 1 in the penultimate paragraph The proof of (e) of Theorem 3.1 now follows as in the paragraph following (3.5). We observe that this class A satisfies the properties postulated at the start of this section. Hence G has the structure described in Theorem 3.1. We now invoke the Kurzweil result [6] to conclude that
i(G) = l(T) ^ l(C T (P)) + 2m
2 m + 2 since CT(P) ^ NG{P) which is supersoluble. This contradiction concludes the proof of (1.1), apart from giving an example to show that 2m+ 2 is the best possible bound.
Let p, q, r be primes with p\q -l,p\r -1 and q \ r -1. For a group H in which O q (H) = 1 we define a group H as follows. Let P be cyclic of order p and M a faithful irreducible module for P x H over F, . Then let N be faithful and irreducible for the semi-direct product M(P x H) over F r . Denote by H the semi-direct product NM(P x H). Of course H is not uniquely determined by this description, but any of the groups which satisfy it will do for H. Observe that Ao satisfies the properties (i), (ii), (iii) at the head of Section 3. Now on the assumption that the result is false we choose a minimal group G in Ao \Af 3 . Then Theorem 3.1 yields a description of its structure, and we use the notation of that theorem in the sequel without further comment. However some more notation will be necessary. G has a unique minimal normal subgroup M with complement H. Set K -H s and note that if is a g-group and M an r-group. We begin now a lengthy further reduction of the structure of G, ending eventually with a proof that it cannot, in fact, exist. This reduction will be broken up into a number of steps. RESULT 4.2. K has nilpotency class at most 2 and K/K' is a chief factor of H.
The following lemma will be useful in proving this.
LEMMA 4 . 3 . Let KQ be a non-trivial normal subgroup of H properly contained in K. If R is a Sylow r-subgroup of H then [KQ, R] = 1. PROOF: Choose a supplement 5 of K in H as follows. Since K/$(K) is abelian and K/$(K)
= {H/^K))"
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whenever QQ is a Sylow g-subgroup of Go. Now
However this means in particular that Ko centralises Na 0 (Qo) 0 M , a contradiction unless Na 0 (Qo) n M = 1 (by Fitting's Lemma M can have no non-trivial fixed points for KQ ). consequently
which is supersoluble by (2. 
If we define G\ -GO/CM(KI), it is in AQ.
It is in N s because Go is; and This is a P-homomorphism, and therefore 
By the minimality of G, G2 G A/" 3 . However C?2 = M which is a contradiction, so the assumption that Ro ^ 1 is wrong.
This completes the proof of (4.7).
Our aim now is to examine the representation of H on M. We need some structural notation to do this. Note that K is complemented in H since K is abelian, and equal to E 1^ : here using the result [4] . Hence we may take 5 to be a complement for K in H, containing R. Also R has an abelian {p, g}-complement X in 5 .
Now let Mi be an irreducible component of MK , with kernel D, so that \K : D\ = q. Let U be the inertia subgroup of Afj . Note that U contains no r-elements since, were it to do so, D would admit the action of a Sylow r-subgroup of H, and therefore R would act on K/D, giving fixed points for R in K. Since U -K(U PI S) we may choose X so that U H S ^ X. Then X normalises U, and we may regard M as induced from a UX-modvle M 2 with Mi ^ M 2 . That is M = [12] Write X -PQ 0 where P is a Sylow p-subgroup, and Q o a Sylow g-subgroup, of X. By (2.14), A" is a direct sum of regular modules for X/C X (R) = X/C Qo (R 
